Abstract It is generally understood that virtual reality simulations have a high computational cost. Hence, they rarely can reduce completely all the incoherence within the cross-modal sensory outputs provided. The main research approaches to date have consisted in technically reducing possible mismatches, however minimal research has been conducted so as to analyse their influence on human capabilities. Thus, the objective of this study is to provide further insights to the designers of virtual reality about the negative influence of simulation lags and interesting design implications. To clearly show this, we have investigated the importance of coherent sensory feedback by incorporating time delays and spatial misalignments in the feedback provided by the simulation as a response to participant´s actions to mimic computationally expensive environments. We have also evaluated these misalignments considering two typical interaction setups. In particular, the sensory mismatches influence has been assessed in human factors, such as the sense of presence, task performance and delay perception. Our experimental results indicate that the closer the interaction conditions are to real configurations the higher the sensory requirements are regarding accuracy. The implications of this study offer the designer guidelines to prioritise the reduction of those mismatches in the sensory cues provided depending on the simulations goals.
Introduction
As virtual reality (VR) devices have become increasingly less expensive, issues related with the use of virtual environments (VE) within different applications and the inclusion of multimodality, user's stimulation through different sensory channels, have become more common in various research areas such as human-computer interaction and experimental psychology [38] . The inclusion of these devices within a high-consumer computational application, such as one based on a realistic 3D environment, yields an increment of computational cost due to the addition of concurrently running operations. This, in turn, means that modern computers still show delayed responses to user input on many occasions. Furthermore, VE are widely used in collaborative applications [4] where geographically distributed users collaborate in real time through network connections. Typical applications can be found relating to activities such as training, planning (medicine, industry, emergency assistance, etc.), telemonitoring and gaming [35] . In these VR systems lag is sometimes inevitable and can be attributed to inappropriate election of sampling/ updates rates of input/output devices, low software performance and limitations of the system hardware, due to the existing trade-off between function, time and money. In addition, for networked VE, software overheads (i.e. network communications) may also become a lag source.
Real time systems are considered as systems that fail if its performance criteria are not met; criteria that depend on the application context. The difference between a 'soft real-time system' and a 'hard real-time system' is that soft real-time systems only are expected to meet their objectives on an average basis whilst hard real-time systems have to meet their objectives 100% of the time. As a result these soft real-time systems are commonly more suited to novel applications such as VR ones [10] . Nevertheless, in VR applications the performance criteria rather than only in objective aspects are also based on subjective ones, such as participants' perceptions. Therefore, the definitions of the criteria against which real-time performance successes are measured to date have not yet been clearly agreed upon.
Based on the literature reviewed, we can affirm that the evaluation of thresholds where possible sensory mismatches may degrade the interaction, via diminishing human factors such as presence, performance or perceived system responsiveness is still open to discussion. Attending to multimodality, several studies (i.e. see meta-analysis performed in [8] ) have reported the benefits of providing richer sensory outputs in a VE. But despite its benefits, multimodality can become an additional source of mismatches for the design of a VE, due to the synchronization requirements of all the system sensory outputs. For this reason, the characterization of thresholds for possible asynchronies (attending to different factors) is an important issue to address prior to the inclusion of multimodality. Nevertheless, the literature available to date is surprisingly limited in the evaluation of thresholds beyond the perceptible ones. First, as in other fields, this lack of evaluation is due to the assumption that any kind of asynchrony is a negative one and hence, major efforts are paid to minimize them. Second, as described, multimodal information is included assuming that there are several brain mechanisms to tackle incoherent information.
In considering whether or not it would be beneficial to develop special techniques to reduce completely mismatches within a VE, it would be interesting to identify the asynchronies that make human factors more vulnerable. Thus, it is not only necessary to evaluate thresholds of permissible mismatches but also to identify those mismatches which have a more negative influence.
In certain studies, the effect of mismatches on different human factors have been evaluated, but most of them were concerned with effects on performance measures such as accuracy errors and overall times [20, 36] ; and attended only to delays in the visual rendering derived from different lag sources [27, 46, 47] . These are typical factors evaluated for the interaction in a 2D graphical user interface (GUI), but design criterions about lag or latency within a VE may account for the degradation of presence [1, 24] . A phenomenon that includes aspects such as realism, involvement, content, perceived quality, sensory fidelity and so on. Furthermore, mismatches in auditory and haptic cues are also relevant in typical 3D applications that usually provide multimodal information.
Lag is also typical in daily activities where people use several devices with technological limitations. Nevertheless, people have the ability of easily adapting to them because the brain integrates information to yield immediate corrections or adaptations in terms of a longer time scale [21] . Indeed, on a typical VR interaction with a desktop setup, hand-eye coordination is performed when we point to objects on a computer monitor by controlling a cursor with a mouse. Thus, to establish the correct relationship between visual and proprioceptive cues, we are forced to adapt to the new visuo-motor arrangement. For instance, when haptic feedback is provided within a VE, it is common to find the existence of a spatial misalignment between the visual and proprioceptive workspaces. Participants do not touch objects in the same place where they visually see them. Considering this interaction set-up, it is still open to research the analysis of the extent to which the assumption of a spatial misalignment may alter the adaptation to typical asynchronies encountered in virtual simulations during a short time period.
In sum, in a virtual simulation with multimodal outputs, where limiting all the possible kinds of asynchronies is difficult, and with different interaction set-ups to those encountered in that of normal interactions, it is necessary to assess the more critical inaccuracies in the feedback provided. One of the main goals of the work presented here consists in analysing the extent to which temporal and spatial disparity among sensory cues provided as selection feedback in a VE affect two factors, the sense of presence and task performance. This goal has been addressed with an experiment based on including temporal and spatial asynchronies in the feedback provided within a VE to indicate an object selection to participants. Furthermore, we have performed the experiment with two interaction set-ups so as to analyse possible differences in the effect of sensory mismatches due to the alignment between visual and haptic workspaces. This study considers selection actions because they are normally the first made to perform other tasks, for instance manipulation and navigation tasks. In particular, the selection technique implemented is based on the classical virtual hand metaphor that consists in mapping the participants' hand movements in a virtual object or avatar using a linear transformation. Techniques based on this metaphor are more natural and intuitive [12] ; hence, effect of discrepancies in sensory feedback provided must be more evident.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, a summary of the main conclusions achieved regarding the influence and adaptation to sensory mismatches. In Section 3, the testbed implemented to evaluate the influence of mismatches in the sensory outputs provided within a VE is described. The experimental procedure followed and main results obtained are respectively presented in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6, the main contributions of this study are discussed within the frame of previous work. Finally, the main conclusions are summarized in Section 7.
Background and study rationale
Research about multimodal interaction with mismatches has been mainly addressed within the field of neuropsychology and attending to two types of mismatches. One is a first order asynchrony, included in a long term period, between spatial and proprioceptive cues, which is analysed including spatial misalignments between these workspaces using prisms. The other is a second order temporal asynchrony between sensory cues, which has been mainly focused on auditory and visual cues. In the following sections, we review the main studies about the two categories of mismatches in the sensory cues provided and main results obtained.
Time asynchronies in sensory information
Wilhelm Wundt, considered one of the modern psychology fathers [6] , assessed the thresholds for intramodal simultaneity perception, that is to say, between two stimuli of the same nature. These values still stand today, but thresholds in which intermodal (between stimuli of different nature) simultaneity perception takes place are also being evaluated. In Table 1 , we have listed the main contributions made about simultaneity thresholds and mismatches effects by different experimental studies.
In certain circumstances, the time delay between different stimuli is not perceptible due to different resolutions of senses and the brain's ability to coherently integrate this information. While for other perceptible asynchronies, neuropsychology studies have indicated that the cognitive system coherently integrates non simultaneous sensory information. Hence, via the processes involved in this adaptation, a person may continue performing a task, minimizing the chance of annoyance. Different studies [29, 43] have corroborated this theory and have evaluated different processes, such as the voice intelligibility when there are mismatches among voice associated visual and auditory cues (See Table 1 ). Likewise, thresholds of cross-modal perceptual simultaneity attending to visual and non-speech auditory stimuli have been assessed (review included in [25] ). Two main findings have been outlined by these studies. First, that there are high individual differences and second, that there is a higher tendency for a simultaneity perception to occur when the auditory stimuli are provided first. Results have also indicated that the tolerance thresholds for delay among visual and auditory cues are higher in the case of them being associated with speech.
The detection range of mismatches between visual and haptic stimuli has also been evaluated, but mainly attending to the tactile component of haptic perception. Hence, aspects such as the hand movement, information that can be decisive in the perception of delay between haptic and visual stimuli, have not yet been considered. These studies [17] have found that visual stimuli must precede haptic ones so as to estimate simultaneity. Nevertheless, more recent studies have obtained that aspects such as attention may shift the perception of simultaneity. In line with this, Spence et al. [39] have detected that thresholds were biased by attention, being lower when attention was more focused on visual stimuli.
All of the above-mentioned studies have analysed basic aspects of perception processes, and therefore, they have considered basic visual, auditory and tactile stimuli. On the contrary, during the interaction in a VE, further analysis is necessary about the influence of mismatches within sensory information considering more complex stimuli, such as those associated with the lighting of an object, the tactile information perceived as a consequence of an object selection with our hands, etc. Also, in a complex environment, real or simulated, people do not completely pay attention to luminic stimuli or tones, for instance they perceive information of different nature and from different locations. Levitin et al. [25] have also evaluated the intermodal simultaneity thresholds in a task that consisted in striking a pad with a mallet. All the stimuli analysed (visual, haptic and auditory) were related with collision awareness. As pointed out in Table 1 , thresholds were higher between auditory and haptic stimuli, and when auditory cues were emitted prior to haptic ones.
Beyond the thresholds of simultaneity, within the field of 2D human-computer interaction, several studies (see [39] for a complete review) have evaluated the extent to which the delay in typical stimuli included in a PC interface may affect negatively on different emotional factors (i.e. stress, tiredness, annoyance, etc.) and performance. Attending to interaction on a 2D graphical user interface, delays of approximately 1.5 s MacKenzie and Ware (1993) [27] Effects of lag (visual updating) in performance during a 1D targeting task.
Measured effect with lag of 75 ms and performance degradation with 225 ms.
Jay and Hubbold [19, 20] Influence in performance and perceived task difficulty of delays in visual and haptic feedback during a 2D targeting task.
Less negative influence of delay in haptic feedback. Movements time were significantly slowed by a lag of 69 ms in visual feedback (cursor movement) and did not increase in response to haptic latency until it approached 200 ms.
Lee and Choi [24] Average discrimination of delays in visual and haptic feedback in a 3D environment.
During an activity that consisted in moving a block, average discrimination thresholds of delay were 150 ms for hapic feedback and 100 ms for visual feedback.
in computers responsiveness have negative effects in performance and mental workload [34, 36, 41] . Mackenzie and Ware [27] stated that within the field of VR, where the requirement of a tight link between the user's view of the environment and their actions was essential, the evaluation of lag impact on human performance was rare. This study results in the characterization of lag influence on performance for a 1D targeting acquisition task using a mouse, reflecting that lags of 225 ms substantially degraded performance. For 2D targeting tasks [19, 20] , the influence on performance of delays in visual and haptic feedback has been also evaluated. These studies indicated that lag in visual cues was more negative than that of haptic latency, considering movement times, mistakes and perceived task difficulty. A similar study was performed in a 3D environment [24] , but only considering discrimination thresholds. While moving a block from one to another place, participants' average discrimination thresholds of delay in haptic feedback were also higher than visual delay thresholds.
In spite of these studies, within a VE where human computer interaction and its consequences are closely related with daily interaction, further research is needed to evaluate the influence of sensory mismatches. As we have previously mentioned, besides the ranges of perceived intramodal and crossmodal simultaneity, there are also recalibration processes or brain processes activated to tackle small temporal mismatches [21] that allow for higher thresholds. A person may overcome asynchronies out of the perceived simultaneity range via two mechanisms: (1) a short term mechanism with immediate corrections [28, 45] and (2) adaptations in a longer-time scale [15, 21, 30, 45] . These processes may contribute within a VE to reduce possible negative effects of sensory mismatches in certain human factors.
Spatial mismatches in sensory stimulation
In spite of inherent differences in the senses related to the spatial resolution, it is important to characterize the extent to which spatial mismatches in auditory, visual and haptic cues may influence certain factors during the interaction within a VE. One of the main advantages of VE is the flexibility of graphically changing the space in which a person is interacting. In addition, workspaces attending to visual, auditory and haptic information are not normally coincident, but through different techniques they could be perceived as coherent [50] . As an example, there are simulations with scale differences between visual and auditory workspaces, or where workspaces are not coincident. This last case is usually found within a typical interaction set-up that includes a force feedback device, where visual and proprioceptive workspaces are not coincident. The proprioceptive workspace is limited by the work area of the haptic device whilst the visual changes are graphically depicted in a vertical display.
In perception research, certain studies (see review in [33] ) have detected that visuo-motor coordination changes if proprioceptive and visual cues are misaligned. In these studies, the experimental procedure consists in asking participants to point their hand at a specific object while they see the environment through a prism. This prism is used to shift the visual information from the proprioceptive one obtained from muscles and joints. Rossetti et al. [33] suggested that there are two mechanisms to allow spatial recalibration in presence of contradictory stimuli. A long term mechanism that allows a remapping between the perceptual spaces not aligned and, a second one activated immediately. The latter is able to quickly optimize accuracy in conditions of temporary decoupling. Nevertheless, these possible adaptations happen within certain ranges and with lateral deviations, but they may require months or may not even take place at all if the visual workspace is completely inverted [16] .
In the field of VR, several studies have reported an adaptation process to spatial misalignment between proprioceptive and visual workspaces [9, 13, 23] , but mainly in cases without haptic feedback. Moreover, this adaptation ability is used to create two powerful illusions when participants interact with their hands within the VE. The first of these illusions, referred to as the pseudohaptic technique, consists in creating certain haptic perceptions using visual constraints. The second illusion is referred to as the rubber-hand illusion [18] and this is based on the ability of perceiving as own a virtual hand, discarding certain proprioceptive information from one's real hand.
Other researchers have analysed the effects of spatial co-location when participants used a haptic device, such as a PHANToM (from Sensable Inc.) These studies have considered the influence of spatial misalignment in the provided feedback, attending also to the existence or not of haptic feedback. The effect of a correct perspective in a VE based on a typical fishtank configuration has been evaluated in [3] for a selection task. Spatial coincidence yielded a similar reduction in selection times than that of when haptic feedback was included. The influence of spatial co-location on performance was also analysed for three kinds of tasks with different complexity levels [40] : accuracy selection, spatial manipulation (moving objects within a maze) and spatial response (object manipulation with simulated gravity so as to avoid falls). This study has demonstrated that coincidence leads into a positive influence for spatial selection and spatial response. In the case of haptic feedback, this improvement was also more evident for a spatial response. In contrast, Congedo et al. [11] did not report the lack of coherence between these workspaces as a negative effect, in both conditions, with or without haptic feedback. This study has analysed the performance of a manipulation task that consisted in positioning an object so as to make it coincide with a model.
Several studies [32, 42, 49] have also found that in the case of spatial discrepancies between two sensory modalities, one of them, normally the less dominant one, gets shifted to the other one, a phenomena known as intersensorial predisposition. In the case of spatial mismatches between visual and auditory cues, the visual information is the more dominant one, a phenomenon known as 'ventriloquist effect' [5] .
Study rationale
A great deal of research has been conducted on the role of mismatches among stimuli attending to isolate cues and within the field of neuropsychology. Considering stimuli typically provided during human-computer interaction, typical delays due to background processes or network communications have been analysed regarding mainly task performance but also, considering emotional states. Nevertheless, within a VE where the mental model involved in the interaction is more closely related to that of a real experience, these effects have not explicitly been evaluated. Indeed, in this last situation it is an important issue to evaluate the extent to which possible mismatches in the feedback provided may disrupt the users' feeling of being within the environment, referred in the literature as the sense of presence [26] . In other words, the extent to which the devices used to interact are transparent for the participants' experience
The main goal of this study is to assess the influence of the typical mismatches encountered during the interaction within a VE in typical selections tasks. Thus, our main research question is: Question 1. Which are the sensory mismatches that influence more negatively presence and task performance within a selection task?
Due to the nature of the task tested, selection, where haptic stimuli are the more natural information that one usually perceives when selecting an object, we hypothesize: Hypothesis 1. While performing a selection task, asynchronies in haptic feedback are the most negative in presence and performance.
Typical interaction within a VE displayed on a desktop is usually provided in a condition with misalignment between visual and proprioceptive workspaces. Nevertheless, in everyday interaction, selection is made in conditions of coherence. Thus, the second question raised in this work is: Question 2. Does the influence of sensory mismatches change depending on the degree of coincidence between visual and proprioceptive workspaces?
Our hypothesis in this case is that in presence of a first level incoherence, such as that included between workspaces, the influence of brief mismatches in the sensory feedback provided is lower than in a condition of coherence. Thus, the second hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hypothesis 2. Mismatches in the selection feedback are more negative in a condition of coincidence between workspaces.
3 Testbed based on the Simon game
Description
The system used as a testbed reproduces a virtual version of the game "Simon" (see Fig. 1 ). This testbed allows interaction via basic selection actions and it is used to assess the influence of mismatches in the feedback provided to indicate selections. The game consists of four differently coloured buttons and, by lighting them and emitting a different sound, the Simon game shows a random sequence. Participants must then try to reproduce this sequence correctly by pushing the respective buttons. Button selections were made through the stylus of a desktop PHANToM (from Sensable), which is modelled in the VE as a wooden pencil. The testbed provided multimodal interaction. First, during the sequence emission, participants could touch the device, see the device and the buttons lighting, and hear the different sounds emitted. Second, the feedback provided to indicate a button selection always consisted of: (1) the button lighting while it was pressed, (2) a typical beep sound (different for each button) of 200 ms, (3) the force feedback provided by the PHANToM device as a programmable function of participants' position.
Implementation and testbed configuration
The testbed system was implemented in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 using the freely available OpenGL libraries and the 3DTouch SDK of Sensable Technologies. The collision detection was carried out during the graphical rendering using the library SWIFT ++ [14] .
Once a button was selected, depending on the experimental condition, mismatches included in the selection feedback could be: (1) a spatial misalignment in the haptic feedback, (2) a time delay in the button lighting, and (3) a time delay in the beep emission.
The spatial misalignment was included by introducing a vertical displacement between the visual and haptic models of the button. Thus, in conditions with a misalignment in the haptic feedback, the button surface was not felt until the wooden pencil went through its visual model a programmable distance. Time delay was referred to the visual awareness of a collision between the wooden pencil and the button. Hence, in conditions with time delay, participants felt a delay in the button lighting and/or the sound emission since they visually perceived the collision.
Attending to the degree of coincidence between the visual and proprioceptive workspaces, participants played the Simon game within the platform in one of two possible configurations. In one configuration, referred to hereafter as co-located (C), participants interacted using the Reachin display developed by Reachin Technologies (Fig. 2a) . This device consists of a monitor, a mirror, and a standard pair of LCD shutter glasses (Crystal Eyes from Stereo Graphics Inc.). Visual and proprioceptive workspaces were aligned by using the mirror, so that participants could see the changes derived from their selections in the same place where they did them. In the other configuration, referred to hereafter as non co-located (NC), only the PHANToM device was used. In this condition, the Simon game was shown on a vertical display (Fig. 2b) while participants moved their hand within the PHANToM workspace. Stereoscopic vision in a backward condition (inside the screen) was provided in both configurations.
Experimental method
The experiment concerns itself on the effect of sensory mismatches in task performance and the sense of presence, with two interaction configurations attending to the degree of coincidence between proprioceptive and visual workspaces. A measurement of perceived delay in the system responsiveness was also included so as to analyse the differences among the participants perception of mismatches and their influence in these two factors.
Participants
Thirty-two participants (23 men and 9 women) were recruited without any compensation or reward. Participants were aged between 21 and 30 (μ=23.1; σ=2.5). They were students of bachelor (12) and master (15) and researchers (5) . All participants were located in the University of Málaga and were quite experienced in computer usage. However, they were all novice users of bothVR applications and force feedback devices.
A week previous to the experiment date, all the participants interacted in the same testbed and in the same co-location condition during another experiment. As reported in Ref. [44] , during that previous experiment the influence of different feedback modalities was evaluated, and they did not always perceive the stimuli provided in this experiment.
Experimental conditions
The sequences emitted were configured with a length of five random steps and an interval of 300 ms between the buttons switching from on to off. The interval elapsed among steps was that of 500 ms. As described in Section 3.2, the feedback provided to indicate the selection had three possible sources of mismatches. These were: 1) a misalignment of the haptic feedback was included decoupling visual and haptic models to a distance of 0.25 cm or 0.75 cm; 2) a delay in the lighting of the button that was set at 200 ms; and 3) a delay in the button sound of 400 ms.
These values were chosen from a pilot experiment made with 10 participants. During that stage, we tested ten different configurations of asynchrony, to establish perceptible values for each feedback modality. The configuration chosen were those rated with a higher number of participants. Regarding auditory and visual delays in the feedback provided to indicate selection, the majority of the participants chose one value as annoyance. Nevertheless, regarding haptic feedback the participants reported as annoyance different thresholds that held values among 0.25 cm and 0.75 cm. The participants' sensitivity, in terms of annoyance levels, to the time delay included in the auditory stimuli was lower than that of the sensitivity to the delay in lightning of the button. Hence, a higher value of delay was included in the buttons sound emission. As for the lightning of the button, a delay of 200 ms was already perceived as a system drawback. The mismatch in the haptic feedback was detected from 0.25 cm, however this was considered as permissible for half of the participants. Therefore, we also chose a second value of 0.75 cm that could make its effect even more evident.
a Group C-Co-located condition b Group NC. Non co-located condition In the studies reviewed [28, 45] , the tolerance thresholds evaluated for time asynchronies were included between two stimuli, such as a flash or a tone, obtaining different results depending on the respective emission order. On the contrary, in this platform chosen delays were referred to the moment in which participants visually perceived a button selection. Nevertheless, to evaluate the influence of providing first visual (lighting) or auditory cues (beep sound), we considered conditions showed in Fig. 3 . These asynchrony conditions allowed for evaluating the differences in their effect due to their simultaneity with other mismatches and their order.
Design
The experiment performed had a 2(co-location) × 3 (haptic misalignment) × 2 (visual delay) × 2 (auditory)-mixed design with co-location as a between-subjects factor and the three conditions of feedback mismatches as within-subject factors. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the co-location factor had two possible values: (1) co-located condition (group C) and (2) non co-located condition (group NC). Therefore, participants were divided into two groups. The sixteen participants of group C interacted with visual and proprioceptive workspaces aligned, using the Reachin display; and the other 16 participants, in group NC, interacted in a typical desktop set-up. The three within-subject factors and values were: time delay in auditory feedback with values 0 (NA) or 400 ms (A); time delay in visual feedback with values 0 (NV) or 200 ms (V); and a spatial misalignment in haptic feedback with three values 0 (NH), 0.25 cm (H1) and 0.75 cm (H2). The combinations of these values corresponded with twelve possible conditions. Hence, participants interacted in the twelve blocks described below in a randomized order and reproducing five sequences in each one:
-Block S. All the sensory stimuli provided to indicate a button selection were synchronized. -Blocks A, V, H1 and H2. Four blocks with mismatches in only one modality of sensory feedback. -Blocks AV, H1A, H2A, H1V and H2V. Five blocks with mismatches in two modalities of sensory feedback. -Blocks H1AV and H2AV. Two blocks with mismatches in the three modalities of feedback.
As can be also seen in Fig. 4 , the dependent factors considered were the sense of presence, the perceived delay in the system responsiveness and task performance.
Presence was measured via three items extracted from the Slater-Usoh-Steed (SUS) questionnaire [37] (see Appendix I). Answers to this questionnaire are anchored in a seven Likert scale and were operationalized computing the number of items rated over 5. The presence score was taken as the number of answers r out of n (the number of questions) that have a score of '6' or '7'. This measure is referred to hereafter as the SUS factor. The perceived delay was an additional item extracted from the PQ [48] (see Appendix I). Regarding task performance, we measured the number of correct sequences reproduced (referred to as the Score) and the time elapsed between button pressings (referred to as Time). We measured through the Score, participants' movement accuracy and their ability to reproduce sequences despite the different mismatches in the feedback. Likewise, the Time measurement allows for assessing the influence of delayed feedback in the participants' reactions.
Procedure
Upon arrival to the research laboratory, participants fulfilled a consent form and answered personal questions about their experience with computers, games and any possible sight illness, etc. As mentioned above, these participants were familiar with the Simon game and the answer procedure. We explained to them that in this new experiment they would always feel the three kinds of feedback cues but that they would notice the existence of different mismatches within that feedback. To control the possible influence of their previous experience in the testbed, participants interacted in the same condition attending to the colocation factor. Thus, the same sixteen participants interacted in group C and the other half in group NC.
After all the information was given, they performed the experiment without any intervention. As previously explained, the task consisted in reproducing five sequences in each condition. After every block of trials, they completed a four itemed questionnaire displayed on the screen, using the keyboard to rate each item.
Results
We performed a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with each dependent variable including the four factors considered: co-location and the three conditions of mismatches in audio, visual and haptic stimuli. This analysis reported those differences between experimental conditions with a statistical significant value. It computes an F statistic that can be roughly described as a ratio of differences due to experimental manipulations to the error one finds in the sample, a p value which is the probability that the difference observed between experimental conditions occurred due to chance, and partial η 2 which is an approximation of how much variance in the overall dataset, the experimental manipulation accounts for [4] .
Results were also analysed separately within each group so as to study in detail all the differences in the effect of mismatches between the interaction conditions (co-located and non co-located) and paired t-tests were used to determine significance differences among the blocks. For one participant of group NC, the output data file with the recorded information was corrupted. Therefore, results analysed for this group included the data of only fifteenth participants.
Presence

Global analysis
The ANOVA performed with presence (SUS factor) reported main negative effects of the haptic misalignment (F 2,28 =30.8, p<.001, η 2 =.68) and the auditory delay (F 1,29 = 24.4, p<.001, η 2 =.45). The co-location factor was not found to be significant but its interaction with the other factors was significant (C*V: F 1,29 =4.1, p=.05, η 2 =.12) or nearly significant (C*A: F 1,29 =3.0, p=.09, η 2 =.09). Significant interaction was identified between auditory delay and haptic misalignment (H*A: F 2,28 =7.2, p=.003, η 2 =.34), which was also influenced by the co-location condition (C*H*A: F 2,28 =4.3, p=.02, η 2 =.12). Thus, in the following sections we analyse the cause of these interactions.
Influence of asynchronies in group C and group NC
Results of the presence analysis performed separately in each group are listed in Table 2 . The spatial misalignment included in haptic feedback was significant in both groups (NC: F 2,14 =24.9, p<.001, η 2 =.82 ; C: F 2,13 =11.3, p<.001, η 2 =.63), but for group C differences among conditions were higher. Indeed, for this last group, a misalignment of 0.25 cm (H1) yielded a reduction in presence of nearly 50% higher than that found in group NC. Therefore, when haptic and visual workspaces were aligned, the sense of presence was more sensitive to haptic mismatches. Time delay in the auditory feedback was found to also have influenced significantly the presence results for both groups, but was found to be more negative in group NC (NC: F 1,15 =33.1, p<.001, η 2 =.62; C: F 1,14 =4.5, p=.05, η 2 =.40), as can be seen (Table 2 ) in the differences between average values (NA-A). The delay in the lighting of the button was the feedback mismatch with less influence in presence. Indeed, for group C, this delay had a positive effect.
We illustrate in Fig. 5 the average presence results obtained in each experimental condition. As can be seen, H1 condition had a more negative effect in presence for group C than it did for group NC. Nevertheless, in the co-located condition, the negative effect of H1 misalignment (0.25 cm) was compensated slightly with the presence of visual mismatches, as can be seen by comparing results of blocks H1V and H2V with results of blocks H1 and H2, respectively. For this reason, the delay in lighting the button was found as a positive influence in the main components analysis. In contrast, this compensation was not found within group NC.
Differences between trials were also numerically analysed with a Student T test. This last analysis corroborated (see Fig. 5 ) that the sensitivity to haptic misalignments was higher for group C. In this group, presence rates decreased significantly in blocks H1 (H1-S=−1.20, p=.004) and H2 (H2-S=−1.73, p<.001) compared to that achieved in block S, while for group NC, only conditions of block H2 (H2-S=−1.73, p=.001) yielded a significant reduction.
Task performance
Score
The ANOVA indicated that haptic (F 2,28 =8.4, p=.001, η 2 =.37) and visual (F 1,29 =4.7, p=.03, η 2 =.14) mismatches influenced negatively and significantly altered the score achieved. The time delay in the emitted button sound (auditory feedback) affected the score achieved to the lowest extent, although its absolute value was higher than that included in the visual delay.
On average, the score achieved was higher for group C (C: M=3.9, SD=1.0; NC: M=3.5, SD=1.2), but co-location was not a significant factor. Nevertheless, a nearly significant interaction was found between co-location and haptic factors (F 2,28 =2.8, p=.07, η 2 =.16), due to the less influence of haptic misalignment in the score achieved in group NC. Indeed, the analysis performed in each group (results listed in Table 3 ) indicated that none of the three kinds of mismatches influenced score results for group NC. A possible explanation for this finding is that a spatial misalignment of a higher order, such as the non coincidence between haptic and visual workspaces, reduced the possible effect in the score achieved of slight mismatches included in the feedback provided. Indeed, mismatches in the haptic feedback reduced significantly score results in the condition of coherence between workspaces (F 1,13 =6.96, p=.009, η 2 =.51). Surprisingly, although without a significant main influence (See Table 3 ), time delay in the button lighting affected score results positively in both groups. Though ad hoc, a potential explanation for this could be that the delay in visual feedback compensates the negative effect of haptic feedback misalignments. This effect can be seen for both groups, in Fig. 6a .
By comparing these results with feedback mismatches influence in presence, the main concern raised is that the allowable thresholds of inaccuracy in the feedback provided are different. Thus, a further analysis of these thresholds should evaluate separately selection accuracy or sense of presence. 
Time between buttons pressings
The global analysis performed with the time measurement indicated that the delay included in the auditory feedback had the most negative effect (F 1,29 =24.2, p<.001, η 2 =.66). The delay included in the button lighting was also negative but less significant (F 1,29 =5.9, p=.02, η 2 =.17). Surprisingly, the misalignment included in the haptic feedback did not yield a significant reduction of selection time. As in score results, performance was also better for group C, that is to say, lower selection times (C: M=928 ms, SD=240 ms; NC: M=975 ms, SD=297 ms), but without a significant difference.
The analysis performed separately for each group (see Table 4 ) reported that the delay in the auditory feedback was the most negative for both groups (C: F 1,14 =24.2, p<.001, η 2 =.63; NC: F 1,15 =34.5, p<.001, η 2 =.69) and that the effect of visual delay was only significant for group C (F 1,14 =9.7, p=.008, η 2 =.41). Average time results obtained in all the blocks for both groups are shown in Fig. 6b . In this figure, blocks with auditory delay can be clearly identified as those where participant's responses were slower. This negative influence was more evident for group NC. Thus, the responsiveness of participants that interacted with incoherence between visual and proprioceptive workspaces relied more in the coherence of audio feedback. Indeed, for group NC, the increment in the time elapsed between button pressings referred to values obtained in block S was significant in all the blocks with delay in the sound emission (for instance, A-S=150 ms, p=.02; AV-S=277 ms, p<.001).
Perceived delay
Results obtained about the perceived delay indicated that the three types of mismatches were detected by participants (Haptic: Visual: F 1,29 =34.7, p<.001, η 2 =.54). The misalignment included in haptic feedback was not perceived as the most negative influence, in spite of its more negative influence in presence and score rates. As expected, auditory delay was the most negative influence because it had the highest value in absolute terms. If we calculate absolute values of haptic asynchrony in time terms, its value was lower 1 than those included in auditory and visual feedback. Thus, perceived delay did not correspond with results obtained about the effect of these mismatches in presence and score measurements.
The difference between groups was neither significant, although the perceived delay was higher for group C than that for group NC (Group C: M=3.2, SD=1.7; Group NC: M=2.7, SD=1.3). This corroborated results obtained about the more negative influence of these feedback mismatches in a condition closer to natural interaction, with haptic and proprioceptive workspaces spatially coincident.
This analysis for groups also showed the existence of a significant interaction between haptic and auditory factors (F 2,14 =9.0, p=.003, η 2 =.56) for group NC. This interaction indicated that the negative influence of auditory delay was not altered by the haptic feedback condition. In contrast, for group C, the inclusion of more than one modality of asynchrony in the feedback increased perceived delay. These results can also be seen in Fig. 7 and indicate two aspects. First, the auditory delay in group NC captured the possible influence of the misalignment in haptic feedback. Second, for group C, the addition of more than one kind of mismatches in the feedback provided increased the delay perception, but it affected more presence and performance in relative terms than in absolute terms. Hence, the coexistence of more than one kind of mismatches led into a less negative influence.
Discussion
Influence of sensory mismatches
The analysis performed about the influence of sensory mismatches in the feedback provided to indicate selection has not confirmed hypothesis 1. We hypothesized that mismatches in the haptic feedback were the most negative influence in both, presence and performance, in a selection task. This hypothesis has been confirmed by presence results. Mismatches in haptic feedback have appeared as the most negative influence, despite that of auditory cues being perceived as the main lack in the system responsiveness. The analysis performed has also highlighted the higher sensitivity of presence to sensory mismatches than task performance metrics. On the contrary, this hypothesis has not been confirmed attending to task performance. Participants' reactions measured through the time elapsed between button pressings have been clearly more influenced by the delay in auditory cues. These results are in accordance with those obtained in [19] , where movement times were significantly increased by haptic delay only when values were higher than 200 ms. In contrast, the perceived delay has been negatively affected by inaccuracies in haptic feedback. These results agree with those found in [24] , where detection thresholds of haptic delay were found to be lower than those values of performance deterioration reported by [19] . Nevertheless, score results obtained differ from those obtained in [19] . They did not find that any of the hapic delays analysed (within a range from 20 ms to 170 ms) significantly influenced results. Indeed, they stated that although haptic feedback had previously been shown to enhance performance in such a task, delaying it failed to have any effect because it was not crucial to the task in question. In contrast, the score achieved in this game, based on selecting correctly five buttons, was influenced by mismatches included (within the same range). This difference can be explained by the different task complexity, as concluded in [27] for lag in the visual feedback; the harder the task, the greater the detriment caused. In Jay [19] the task consisted of tapping between two targets in a 2D environment, while the tapping in our work is made in 3D conditions and consisted of selecting in order four different buttons.
Regarding audio lag, simultaneity thresholds between auditory-visual cues and between haptic-visual cues were analysed in [25] . The task considered in that study was based on evaluations made by two participants when one was hitting a drum. A blindfolded actor struck it while hearing the impact through headphones, with an offset from actual impact time, and an observer watched from an isolated room, hearing the same sound. These experiments indicated that the intermodal simultaneity thresholds were in both cases (auditory-visual and haptic-visual) fewer than 100 ms. Thus, as the absolute value of auditory delay included in our experiment was higher (400 ms), we expected that the dependent factors analysed were affected negatively. This was confirmed by measurements of time per response and sense of presence. Nevertheless, audio lag did not influence the score, despite being a task very dependent on sound (sequence emitted with sound). Thus, auditory lag seems to be a decisive factor in the selection but not in the accuracy.
Visual lag during selection tasks has been evaluated in previous studies attending to the movement of the cursor displayed. As the lag included in this study corresponds with the visual feedback displayed to indicate selection (lighting of a button) and it is not referred to the tool rendering, we cannot directly relate results obtained. The experiment carried out has outlined that the inclusion of a delay in the lighting of the buttons may act by reducing the effect of mismatches in other feedback modalities. Thus, although the visual mismatch has been perceived as a delay in the system responsiveness, slowing down participants' responses, it has yielded a positive influence in presence when it was provided together with auditory cues and in the score achieved with haptic cues. So, it seems that the influence of mismatches acts more as a function of relative values among feedback modalities than in terms of absolute values. Based on a similar phenomenon, there is a technique based on including visual artefacts to reduce the impact of network latency within collaborative VE [7] . This technique consists in making the users aware about the state of the network lag changing for instance the colour of the cursor used.
Alignment between visual and proprioceptive workspaces
As stated in hypothesis 2, the co-location factor has arisen as a decisive factor in the influence of feedback mismatches in presence and task performance. First, results have indicated that when haptic and visual workspaces are coincident negative effects of synchrony among sensory cues provided to indicate selection are higher. Second, depending on this factor, the modality of feedback in which participants relies more to perform their interaction is different.
Despite not finding conclusive results about differences in the influence of mismatches in the system responsiveness between co-location conditions, perceived delay has always been higher in the co-located set-up in those conditions with significant difference between groups. This finding has become more evident regarding performance metrics. Thus, in the setup with a first order spatial misalignment, only auditory delay has appeared as a drawback and has only affected the selection time. In contrast, in a co-located condition both, the score achieved and the time elapsed, have been more negatively influenced by mismatches. These results bring us to conclude that in conditions of coherence between workspaces, the lack of quality in the feedback provided is more evident. As a step forward on conclusions previously obtained about the influence of spatial coincident on performance in different tasks [3, 11, 40] , this study has provided empirical evidence that in selection tasks this correspondence, although desirable, relies on higher exigencies about feedback.
As for the sense of presence, results have stressed that the mental model of participants' interaction within the VE is different in the two setups evaluated. In a setup where participants' conditions of selection are closer to those of a real environment, the sense of presence relies more on haptic feedback coherence. In contrast, in a setup closer to interaction conditions with a 2D GUI, synchronization of auditory cues becomes more relevant for the sense of presence.
Sensorial recalibration
The score results obtained have shown a compensation effect between visual and haptic mismatches. Thus, in conditions where both kinds of mismatches were provided the score was higher than in conditions where only one was provided. As we have previously stated, the score has been influenced more by relative asynchronies than by absolute values. Nevertheless, this effect has not been found in selection times and perceived delay, measurements in which effects of delay in the auditory cues were the most negative ones. These results may indicate that this process of intersensorial recalibration happens only in those measurements where the haptic misalignment effect becomes more negative.
As described in Section 2.1, the effects of intersensorial mismatches between visual and auditory cues have been more extensively documented [17, 25, 43] , within a range between 50 ms and 100 ms but mainly attending to very isolated stimuli as tones and light pulses. One of this study issues was the evaluation of the recalibration processes with a more typical stimuli of a VE. For the temporal values of delay analysed (200 ms and 400 ms), this experiment has not shown an intersensory recalibration process between auditory and visual stimuli, similar to that previously reported. In none of the measures, an auditory delay of 400 ms has captured the influence of a visual delay of 200 ms. Indeed, the sense of presence has not been altered or has slightly been increased due to the simultaneity generation of delayed visual and auditory cues. Therefore, this study provides slight evidence for the necessity for further study about not only intermodal simultaneity thresholds but also about the influence of simultaneous delay of different sensory cues in human factors as those analysed.
Implications for human-computer interaction design
Mismatches as those analysed within this study that occur in contemporary humancomputer interaction have, up to the author's knowledge, not been investigated before. The most relevant aspect extracted from the analysis performed about participants' perceived delay between their selection actions and the system responses is that of the higher tolerance of mismatches in the feedback provided when visual and haptic workspaces are not spatially coincident. These results corroborate the conclusion obtained from a previous experiment in which we found that participants have a most critical attitude about deviations within the VE from typical behaviours and features of a real environment [44] .
In the experiment reported here, the mismatches influence in the perceived delay has been very similar in the two set-ups considered, but average results in the different conditions have shown a more negative influence in the set-up with spatial correspondence between visual and haptic workspaces. Indeed, in the condition without induced mismatches participants were more critical with the perceived delay in the coincident condition.
Different studies [2, 4, 22, 31] have focused on sensory information quality within a VE quantifying it via participant's perception instead of only considering technical parameters. In the study presented here, the measure included about participants' perception of delay has shown that their awareness about the existence of mismatches in the sensory cues provided is not directly related with their influence in task performance and the sense of presence. This finding is not in the line with one of Pelligrini's [31] assessments according to which, once the thresholds of human delay discrimination are established, they must not be broken by the simulation parameters. Our work is more in line with a second formulation made in that study, where it was stated that if the simulation accuracy and resolution cannot be very high, mismatches in stimuli should be under annoyance thresholds, which in turn usually depends on the task performed within the environment.
In an environment as simple as the one used in this testbed, the simulation loop did not have to manage a high number of events and the number of objects to be rendered haptically and visually were very limited. Thus, in these environments the implications extracted from this study are not decisive because the stimuli can be generated without asynchronies being placed out of the perceptible range. Nevertheless, actual tendencies in VE design require several threads for managing the input and output information in several data formats and related not only to one user. In these situations, findings related with the sensory mismatches permissiveness beyond the perceptible thresholds are an interesting topic. In terms of potential computational cost savings, the findings of the study described may act in relaxing the critical points of synchronization among threads devoted to graphic and haptic rendering, or audio stimulation, such as in networked environments where special measures have been taken to thwart the possible effects of lag in real time interaction.
Indeed, results of this experiment have shown that although participants perceived all the source of mismatches included as a drawback in the system responsiveness, their performance and their sense of presence have not been influenced in the same way for these mismatches. As the auditory time delay introduced is the highest one, this has been the source of delay highlighted as the most negative for the system responsiveness. Nevertheless, misalignments introduced in the haptic feedback were more negative in the sense of presence and in the participants' ability of reproducing a sequence than the auditory delay.
Conclusions
The underlining issue of this work is to isolate the extent to which possible sensory mismatches may diminish the interaction within a VE, detecting the sensory modality of feedback that has to be provided more accurately, which in turn requires more design efforts.
One of the main findings obtained from the experiment made is that, for a selection task, there is a difference in the tolerance to mismatches depending on the correspondence condition between visual and proprioceptive workspaces. A difference that is more evident in the task performance. Thus, an interaction setup with spatial correspondence requires higher design efforts regarding the accuracy of the sensory feedback provided. Based on this finding, for a particular application without the necessity of reproducing exactly the interaction conditions of a real environment, efforts should not be paid in making coincident visual and proprioceptive workspaces if possible mismatches in the feedback provided as the system response to different actions cannot be reduced under the perceptible thresholds. Nevertheless, for a VE developed with the main goal of being used as a training platform to perform accuracy actions, the existence of correspondence between visual and haptic workspaces is a decisive factor, and therefore, possible mismatches in the feedback provided must be minimized.
The analysis of the sense of presence has outlined that if eliciting this factor is one of the simulation goals, haptic and visual renderings must be accurately synchronized to avoid possible mismatches in the haptic feedback provided. In contrast, for a simulation where the final goal is associated with the learning of skills directly related with selection actions made within the environment, the possible mismatches in the auditory stimuli gain more relevance in measures associated with participants' time responses. Furthermore, those simulations with high lag in both visual and auditory cues provided as feedback to users' selections should give more priority to reduce delay in auditory cues.
This study has also revealed empirical evidence that human capacity in detecting different sensory mismatches is not completely associated with their influence in human factors, such as the sense of presence and the task performance. In other words, a person may detect the presence of mismatches in the perceived stimuli, but at the same time, their effect may not alter his/her sense of presence or ability to perform a task because they are assumed as inherent to the system or not enough annoyance to disturb these factors. Therefore, tolerance thresholds of mismatches in the sensory feedback provided can be higher than those found with studies focused in human detection thresholds.
